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About This Game

Minimalist puzzle game with calm music. The player's goal is to make a box falling on the platform.
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 + 100 Levels
 + 600 Achievements

 + Calm relaxing music

Trading cards (COMING SOON)
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Title: Next 4
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Pirotexnik
Publisher:
Pirotexnik
Release Date: 1 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 / AMD A6 2.4Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Recommended monitor: 16:9, 16:10

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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I have 20 minutes on record for this game, yet it tok about 10 minutes to actually finish the entire game. Half of that very time I
was taking a few ''pretty'' screenshots. This whole game is just a fraud. There is no Achievements aswell as Steam Trading
Cards. Everything about this game just seems so fishy. Like it was made just for people who would wanted to take a few
''lovely'' images and nothing more. Priced at 7.99 Euros. I'd say grab it on sale for 99 cents or less if you have the opportunity to
do so, but you shouldn't get your hopes up to high. Unless you want to support a quick asset trash made from Eternity Studios.
It says you need 50 MB available space on your hardware but it's really a 7.3 GB install.
As much as it gives me headaches walking trough this simulation game it's unoptimized in so many ways. I tryed to lower the
graphic settings of the game but it was still lagging.
. Really cool game! The game works great, though I wouldn't advise playing it at 60 FPS. Make sure to save often!. Lara looks
great in her classic 1930s adventurer, bomber jacket and all,she's just missing the hat
indiana style. I seriously adore this developer!! He deserves all the love and support! As far as the game goes, it's is a shorter
game, but worth the change that it costs! Be warned though, it has some major adult themes, so this is very much not for
children, maybe even not for teens.... But if you are a consenting adult and you find adult humor hilarious, than you will really
enjoy this game! Go!! Buy it now!!!. I'm pretty sure I have no written reviews on any steam games in my library which can say a
lot about me and the validity of this review; but the other way to see it is by me taking the time to write this review should say a
lot about this game and how much I believe in it and that it deserves as much attention as it can and If my review can help then
I'll do everything I can to make it so.

This is one of those fun games that are quick and easy to pick up and get into the action but can take forever to fully master.
Uniball was one of the first PC games I got into playing when I first got a computer well over a decade ago. It has stood the test
of time and remained alive still till this day. I'm excited for its steam release and to see how big the community can grow.

I recommend you at least give this game a try. If you've ever played the likes of SubCpace: Continuum, Soldat, Haxball and the
such then you should be able to appreciate this game and have a good time.

The only con would be its graphics but that can also be a positive because it means pretty much anyone can play this game even
on a laptop. Graphics can always be addressed later with the likes of say graphic packs.

If you like competitive team based games then do yourself a favor and give this game a try!. Bit bland and uninteresting..
Overall Game : 7.5/10. The game is really fun! The (Turrent) Summon have a cooldown which encourages you to interact with
the game more, Unlike other typical Tower Defence type of games where you can just make the perfect 'set-up'. The storyline
isn't interesting. I enjoy this game and recommend picking this game up if you like both Tower Defence games and Anime. The
game is pretty expensive, I bought it on sale and is well worth the money!
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A charming and witty puzzler, one I keep coming back to!

The game has a unique theme compared to others: it turns out our earth is kept in orbit by cats riding trains and it's your job to
make sure the tracks are laid out correctly... It appears science has changed a bit since I was at school! Your journey through the
levels is accompanied by a science cat who makes humorous comments as you go along.

Beyond the fun and light hearted theme/presentation of the game (the cat pictures are a nice touch), it has a simple set of
mechanics and rules but still provides a challenging and positive experience. There are many levels to keep you occupied and the
difficulty steps up as you go along, providing a clear introduction to the key concepts as you progress. Extra depths of
complexity also exist aside from basic track placement - for example laying out your tracks so the larger cat trains don't crash
into themselves or end up in infinite loops. Eureka moments on the harder levels make the game very satisfying to play,
however, the first set of levels are very easy - stick with it and the difficulty gets to a good level soon after.

The music, although limited, fits the theme of a logical cat machine very well and doesn't get in the way of your train (heh) of
thought - I end up muting some puzzlers but not this one.

If you like Cats, Trains or puzzlers then this game shouldn't disappoint. If you like all 3 then what are you waiting for?!.
Absolutely awesome but it will seriously♥♥♥♥♥♥you off if you play the hardest mode. Great game, time will tell if it's the
best RPG ever made (though I'm leaning that way right now). I know it had a rough\/buggy launch, but I didn't start playing until
after the massive patch that fixed about 1,000 bugs. In my playtime, I didn't run into any bugs other than cosmetic ones.

Fun story, fun companions, and outside of RTwP a great implementation of the Pathfinder ruleset. Seems most of the negatives
I read about this game come from those that aren't familiar with the ruleset or thought this was going to be a button mashing
ARPG game. Anyone with actual PnP experience should love the game as I did.

The other negatives I see often are from people loading up their game with mods then complaining when their game doesn't
work after a patch. It's not the devs job to test a 100 different mods with every patch, so if you use mods, that's on you. I only
ever used the respect mod for Octavia (made her a pure wizard, no need for an arcane trickster) then uninstalled the mod.

One thing I wasn't much a fan of was the Kingdom management. It was easy enough, just kind of a boring chore after a while.
There was times I spent a few hours just leveling up the kingdom because I had nothing else to do but wait for some built-in
timer to hit 0 so the next chapter would start. I'm really not sure how people can complain about a time crunch in regards to a
timer running in this game when I had more "free time" to burn the further I went in the game...and that was with exploring
every single point of interest on the map. Maybe it's because I always used the "use rations" option when I camped, because not
too far into the game Ekun was foraging 6 rations almost every camp without needing to do time consuming hunting. I also
didn't blow my spell load every fight and abuse the rest system, like I imagine many do....which could explain their time
management issues I guess.

Overall, easily the best RPG experience since Baldur's Gate II. BG is my all-time favorite game series, but Pathfinder may very
well surpass it in it's own time.. Game is multiplayer only, very few people online at most times. I hope more people join soon
otherwise I feel that I've wasted $10.. Works fine. Go to your reem menu and collect your stuff. Other thubs down can shove
them some place else.. This game is definitely more complicated than most bridge building games but if you like to build
bridges theres nothing better :D The camera is kinda hard to control but overall its a great bridge building game.

Make the camera esier to navigate and I give this game 10\/10 for bridge building.
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